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Editorial....

Amy Saunders
Editor

The race for space...

July has been truly historic for the commercial spaceflight sector, with two rival companies both reaching suborbital flight
with a full cohort of paying passengers for the very first time.
On 11th July, Virgin Galactic achieved its first fully manned test flight to the edge of space, with owner Richard Branson
himself as ‘Astronaut 001’ on board. The VSS Unity rocket was launched to an altitude of some 50,000 feet from a Virgin
Galactic carrier plane, from where it used its own rocket power to reach the boundary
of space. Crew experienced around four minutes of weightlessness before descending
“Possibly Branson has
back to Earth.
Branson beat rival Jeff Bezos by a matter of days, with Bezos having successfully
overestimated
the number of
launched himself to space on 20th July on board his Blue Origin New Shepard spacecraft,
people with hundreds of
which also carried his brother and 82-year-old Wally Funk, the oldest person (and
thousands of dollars.”
woman) to ever fly in space, to an altitude of around 328,000 feet, where the crew
members experienced around four minutes of weightlessness. The rocket then detached
from the crew capsule for self-landing, while the capsule descended back to Earth.
Discussing the rivalry, Branson has denied there exists a contest to see who will reach space first. Indeed, Branson has
gone on record stating that there is plenty of room for Virgin Galactic and Blue Origin in the commercial spaceflight market
(and presumably SpaceX too). “Neither of us are going to be able to build enough spaceships to satisfy the demand,” said
Branson.
Possibly Branson has overestimated the number of people with hundreds of thousands of dollars available to spend on
a suborbital spaceflight ticket, although the huge number of people who registered to bid on Blue Origin’s ticket for auction
(which sold for US$28 million) suggests otherwise. With demand apparently sky high, all that remains is for consistent and
safe deliverability by these first commercial spaceflight operators.
Meanwhile, the July/August issue of Satellite Evolution Asia is out now. In this issue, we’ve spoken with cybersecurity
firm Block Armour’s Floyd Dcosta about Zero Trust Solutions and the need for de-centralized defence; and Steven Tompkins
from Inmarsat about the latest in agritech and the company’s innovative work with Farmbot Monitoring Solutions. Comtech
Xicom’s Eric Schmidt shares his thoughts on ground station developments, while Joakim Espeland from QuadSAT outlines
the news challenges arising for equipment manufacturers and operators from 5G and LEO/MEO. Meanwhile, we’ve explored
the leap forward of SNG technologies prompted by the COVID-19 pandemic, and the latest iteration of the Internet of Things
(IoT): The Internet of Beer.


Richard Branson at Zero G. Photo courtesy of Virgin Galactic
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....News Review

Intelsat 2Ku now available as a Linefit option on Airbus
A320-family aircraft
Intelsat (formerly Gogo Commercial Aviation) has announced
that the first factory-installed Intelsat 2Ku system has been
delivered on an A321neo aircraft. The 2Ku system was
installed by Airbus at its factory in Hamburg, Germany as
part of its High Bandwidth Connectivity Service (HBCS) and
delivered to Cathay Pacific.
The Intelsat 2Ku antenna enables airlines to access the
global Intelsat network and, in turn, a reliable and highperformance inflight entertainment and connectivity (IFEC)
experience for their passengers and crew. The ability to offer
the factory-installed option to airlines means Intelsat’s
services are available immediately at the time an airline
receives its new aircraft.
“We’re honored to work with Airbus and Cathay Pacific to
create this substantial catalog offering. Being part of the
world’s largest satellite company creates a great opportunity
to expand the services we offer and the fleets we serve. We
have been working with Airbus to deliver linefit aircraft, and
are pleased to now make that a reality,” said Dave Bijur, Senior
Vice President, Commercial for Intelsat’s Commercial Aviation
business division.
As the leading provider of inflight broadband connectivity
to the commercial aviation industry, Intelsat’s global reach,
depth of capacity and vertical integration provides airlines
with unmatched speed, reliability and flexibility — even when
flying at full capacity in and out of the busiest airports. Airlines
can also trust Intelsat’s meaningful and easy-to-understand
service level agreements (SLAs) to meet their passenger
experience needs.
“We are delighted to extend our partnership with Intelsat
to the A321neo fleet, adding to the fully connected long-haul
fleet and regional wide-body aircraft already flying with WiFi,” said Vivian Lo, Cathay Pacific’s General Manager
Customer Experience and Design. “Having these new shorthaul aircraft connected is essential in the modern world for
business and leisure travel alike. As a premium service carrier,
6
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Cathay Pacific is determined to innovate and elevate the
short-haul flying experience by offering connectivity, seatback
4K inflight entertainment and Bluetooth headphone pairing
on our new state-of-the-art A321neo fleet.”
Cathay Pacific’s A321neo aircraft will fly regional routes
from the airline’s base in Hong Kong.
Intelsat is currently leveraging its unparalleled global
orbital and spectrum rights, scale and partnerships to build
the world’s first global 5G satellite-based, software-defined
‘network of networks.’ The Intelsat network will be capable of
supporting virtually any access technology, enabling the next
generation of global mobility, IoT and 5G services with neverbefore-seen simplicity, coverage, economics and

performance.
Gilat signs strategic agreement estimated at over US$5
million with Pacific Dataport
Gilat Satellite Networks has signed a strategic agreement
estimated at over US$5 million with Pacific Dataport Inc. (PDI)
for delivery of ubiquitous broadband coverage in Alaska.
Gilat’s SkyEdge II-c, multi-service platform, will support the
goal of PDI’s Aurora Network to deliver a wide range of
applications to the population of Alaska.
PDI intends to provide a true multiservice network that
will serve the Alaska market with both fixed and mobility
applications. The targeted fixed applications range from
direct-to-home broadband service to consumers, to an
assortment of enterprise applications such as backup and
full-time IP data services for businesses, organizations,
schools, libraries, and government. The planned mobility
applications include cruise ships, fishing boats and
commercial aviation.
The reliability, efficiency and features of Gilat’s SkyEdge
II-c ground segment provide exciting and new opportunities
for Pacific Dataport to customize applications throughout
PDI’s Aurora Ka-band Network. Gilat’s platform is designed
to support a wide range of vertical segments with terminals
optimized for the best efficiency and performance per required
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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application, such as broadband, enterprise, cellular backhaul,
and high-speed mobility.
“After months of careful consideration and assessment
of platforms on the market, Pacific Dataport selected Gilat
due to its technological advancements, proven performance
and global experience,” said PDI’s VP of Engineering, Shawn
Fitzpatrick. “We chose to work with Gilat’s team of worldwide
exper ts in leading-edge, high-perfor mance satellite
networking technology and equipment, and are confident that
the SkyEdge II-c platform will meet our flexible application
requirements.”
“Gilat and PDI share a common vision of providing highquality broadband connectivity for the benefit of all and as
such we greatly appreciate Pacific Dataport’s confidence in
Gilat and its technology,” said Michal Aharonov, Senior Vice
President Global Broadband Networks at Gilat. “Our multiservice platform is ideally suited to meet Aurora Network’s
mission to create more business
opportunities and improve the quality of life
in the region, and we look forward to
supporting its work and success in the region,

as a trusted and reliable partner.”

The flexibility of the system also allowed them to fully
customize the interface in Korean.
The most important reasons for KT SAT to opt for
DataMiner were the innovative nature of the platform,
featuring AI-enabled operation, combined with great flexibility.
The flexibility to integrate different technologies into one
system, but also the flexibility to have user interfaces fitted
to their specific needs.
“We selected Skyline Communications as our strategic
partner for our operation at Kumsan station. DataMiner is a
reliable and versatile platform. We can fully customize the
platform and visualize in real time all the parameters of our
complete infrastructure,” said Mr. Lee Yoon Keun, Manager
Satellite Service Operation Team at KT SAT.
“The user interface is the same for all the incoming data,
regardless of the protocol used. The alarm status overview
is easy to use with actionable insights, and historical and

MEASAT-3 satellite progress update
affirms resiliency of MEASAT fleet
MEASAT Global Berhad announced that
while MEASAT has maintained continuous
telemetry and command control of the
MEASAT-3 satellite since the previously
reported anomaly on 21 June 2021, an indepth investigation is still being conducted
with Boeing Satellite Systems (BSS) to
determine the root cause of the anomaly.
To date, almost all customer services on
MEASAT-3 have been restored onto backup
satellite capacity on other co-located
MEASAT satellites and third-party satellites
serving the region. Migration and service
restoration for broadcast services was
immediate, affirming the resiliency of the
MEASAT fleet at 91.5°E orbital hotslot.
All the MEASAT-3 transponders have
been deactivated to prevent interference
with other satellites. MEASAT has also
informed Combined Space Operations
Centre (CSpOC) via Space-Track to track
the MEASAT-3 satellite and notify other
operators of the satellite’s orbital location,
while the full investigation is being
conducted by MEASAT and BSS. A report
on the outcome of the investigation will be

released in due course.
KT SAT selects DataMiner as strategic
choice for Kumsan operations
KT SAT has chosen DataMiner as the futureproof end-to-end multi-vendor management
system to upgrade their teleport station
operation.
KT SAT made this strategic decision in
order to support their transition towards new
technologies while integrating their legacy
infrastructure connected through multiple
types of protocols – IP, serial, SNMP, API.
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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predictive analytics. We can activate more capabilities in the
platform and add personal touches to it. This is what we
expect from a professional and proven NMS/OSS system like
DataMiner.”
“This is the beginning of a long-term partnership that adds
value and agility to KT SAT services. With DataMiner and
with the support of Waldo System, System Integrator leader
in Satellite Communication in Korea, KT SAT can face the
coming challenges of satellite operators with serenity,
especially the inevitable migration to ICT, with a system that
can grow and evolve together with their own needs as an
operation,” said Yohann Guilloux, Regional Account Manager

at Skyline Communications.
Intersputnik and RSCC sign an agreement on cooperation
in using orbit and frequency resource
On 14 July 2021 the Intersputnik International Organization
of Space Communications and Russian Satellite
Communications Company signed an Agreement on
Cooperation in Using Frequency Assignments in the
Geostationary Orbit and Other Satellite Orbits for the
Implementation of the Project on the Joint Use of Satellite
Capacity.
As decided by the joint 49th session of the Board and
23rd session of the Operations Committee of Intersputnik
held on 14 May 2021, one of the organization’s main tasks at
the present stage is the analysis of the possibility of attracting
new partners to jointly use frequency assignments to satellite
networks and definition of the conditions of cooperation in
the joint use of orbit and frequency resource. This task was
entrusted to the Intersputnik Directorate headed by Director
General Ksenia Drozdova.
RSCC is one of the 25 national Signatories of Intersputnik,
which unites 26 member countries from Europe, Asia, Latin
America and South-East Asia. Offering access to the satellite
resources of the Russian constellation practically on all
continents, RSCC is interested in providing global service to
its customers. Appointed at the end of last month, RSCC
Director General Alexey Volin noted that the signed
Agreement “offers a new cost-effective solution to RSCC
8
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customers willing to have a single entr y point for
communications services in any region of the world. It is a
well-known fact, that no operator has got 100 percent
coverage of the globe or solid competences in nongeostationary telecommunications systems. The Agreement
gives us an opportunity to participate in using the orbit and
frequency resource according to the model commonly known
as VNO.
Cooperation under this model allows for avoiding
substantial capital investment otherwise required to set up
and maintain a satellite network for narrow and new market
segments and, at the same time, broadens the service
capabilities of RSCC as an all-purpose satellite operator.”
The unified satellite infrastructure of Intersputnik
Signatories consists of about 30 satellites owned or leased
by the Signatories as well as a network of teleports distributed
across the world. This makes it possible to offer satellite
telecommunications services on the same conditions and all
over the globe with a single round-the-clock technical support
service.
Commenting on the signed Agreement, Intersputnik
Director General Ksenia Drozdova said that: “The Agreement
is interesting because it introduces a totally new business
model for cooperation between operators. Strictly in line with
the organization’s fundamental documents and following the
decisions of the governing bodies, we offered the Signatories
cooperation in using frequency assignment in geostationary
and other orbits to implement projects on the joint use of
satellite capacity and to address the needs of both the
Signatory and the organization. It is important for us that the
satellite resource used by Intersputnik in the Signatories’
available frequency bands according to the Agreement on
the establishment of the organization makes up Intersputnik’s
space segment, which can be used along with Intersputnik’s
own resource. It is a great honour for Intersputnik that it was
RSCC, which has the largest satellite fleet among all our
Signatories, that became the first operator to sign this
innovative Agreement. I confess that after transition from
RSCC to take a position at Intersputnik I am doubly pleased
that we have successfully managed not only to preserve but
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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also to obviously strengthen the good traditions of reliable

partnership and mutually enriching cooperation.”
Modularity Space and Orbital Transports create reusable
space ecosystem
Modularity Space and Orbital Transports have entered a
partnership to create a reusable ecosystem of suppliers,
manufacturers, and rideshare opportunities for payloads. By
combining mission planning and supply chain management
services provided by Orbital Transports with reusable
spacecraft engineering from Modularity Space, the
companies can offer affordable opportunities for payloads to
get to orbit with a full turn-key mission package. The combined
service provides an easy on-ramp to space for payload types
ranging from technology demonstration and qualification
missions to full constellation-scale deployments.
With flights starting in 2022, Modularity Space is mass
producing reusable satellites and renting them to space
companies for use in hosting their technology. Much like an
apartment rental, customers pay a deposit before move-in
and then pay monthly throughout the duration of their mission.
Space companies can now benefit from rapid manufacturing
timelines, affordable financing to get to space, and the
reliability that comes from effective on-orbit satellite servicing.
“We’re over the Moon to partner with Modularity Space
to deliver reusable satellites,” said David Hurst, CEO of Orbital
Transports. As a space logistics provider, Orbital Transports
delivers complete small satellite programs from initial concept
through completed mission. Under the agreement with
Modularity Space, Orbital Transports will provide mission
services, including systems engineering, design,
development, payload testing and integration; and supply
chain management services including smallsat products and

services procurement, delivery schedule monitoring, product
quality assessment, regulatory review, and shipping logistics.
“If you want to put a payload in space or even deploy
instruments in a constellation, there’s no longer any reason
to build your own satellite. Let us handle the space logistics
of getting you there so you can focus on your primary mission
objectives.”
“Our partnership with Orbital Transports signifies a major
milestone in the transition to reusable space as we are
enabling standardization, automation, and mass production
of reusable space systems.” stated Scott Weintraub, CEO of
Modularity Space. “By partnering with Orbital Transports,
leveraging their expertise, and building a constellation of
satellites designed to be serviced in space, and then renting
the space on each satellite in the constellation, space
companies can build an entire constellation of sensors in
space, without ever having to build an actual satellite.
Combine this with the space tug companies coming online
in search of spacecraft to service in space, and together,
Modularity Space and Orbital Transports are enabling a
reusable space ecosystem to be born.”
Orbital Transports is bringing the smallsat supply chain
online with the SmallSat Catalog, a digital portal showcasing
products and services from some of the industry’s most
innovative and reliable companies. The SmallSat Catalog is
a one-stop shop for all your smallsat supply chain needs,
and features CubeSat and smallsat buses, COTS
nanosatellite hardware components, ground station services,
satellite servicing and refuelling technologies, development
and test equipment, space biotech experiment modules, and
more. The SmallSat Catalog provides a convenient go-to
resource to check out the latest and greatest that the smallsat

industry has to offer.
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....Q&A Inmarsat

Future connectivity for
agriculture
As the world’s population continues to rise in the face of a
changing climate, the economics and science of agriculture has
never been more vital to ensuring our stability. Innovators like
Farmbot Monitoring Solutions looking to fortify agricultural
industries with automated ingenuity require strong connectivity
and satellite services, the kind Inmarsat can deliver. Steven
Tompkins, Director of Sector Development at Inmarsat, outlines
the company’s innovative partnership and the future of
connectivity for agriculture.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor,
Satellite Evolution Group
Question: Inmarsat has entered into
an agreement with Farmbot Monitoring Solutions to bring IoT water
management to the Australian
agricultural sector. Could you
elaborate on the agritech solution
being deployed here?
Steven Tompkins: As we speak, there
are probably 10,000 people in Australia
driving around checking water points,
and millions more around the world
doing the same activity. This is timeconsuming, costly, and bad for the
environment. For a farmer, water is the
last thing they think about at night and
the first thing they think about when they
wake up. Water is the lifeblood of their
business and their lives.
Although digital water monitoring
technologies have been readily
available to farmers for many years,
these are typically limited in their
capabilities. To address these
challenges and support the sector
further, Farmbot has developed an
advanced version of a water monitoring
solution, that provides farmers with
accurate data on current water supply
levels alongside real-time video data
and remote control of on-site machinery
such as water pumps.
Not only does the solution improve
far ming productivity and increase
sustainability, but the extra functionality
is also critical for providing farmers with
full visibility over their estates, so that
they can monitor the health of livestock
or detect unauthorized intruders and
safeguard their assets. In addition to
remotely monitoring water levels, trends
10
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and alerts, the solution allows farmers
to remotely operate pumps and other
machinery.
Like many agritech solutions that
are brought to market, Farmbot relies
on reliable Internet connectivity in the
field to push data from one place to
another. This is a challenge due to the
vast swathes of agricultural land in
Australia that suffer from unreliable or
non-existent cellular or broadband
connectivity. If farmers are to capitalize
on the huge potential of Farmbot’s
solution, overcoming any connectivity
challenges will be crucial.
This is where satellite communications can help. The partnership will
utilize Inmarsat’s IsatData Pro (IDP)
satellite connectivity service to facilitate
bi-directional data transfer and remote
control of farm machinery. The key
value-add of this agreement is that
Farmbot’s solution will integrate, a
crucial two-way messaging communication service operating over our ultrareliable L-band satellite network that
ensures availability of up to 99.9
percent. Additionally, the terminals are
built in a compact and robust housing,
making the service a perfect solution
for supporting Farmbot’s applications
that need remote and mobile control in
the field.
Question: With Earth getting drier,
many academic bodies agree that the
world is poised to face a series of
water crises in the following decades.
Is cutting-edge water management
our lifeline?
Steven Tompkins: Absolutely. In the
context of agriculture, the industry is
having to adapt to increasingly extreme

Steven Tompkins, Director of Sector
Development at Inmarsat

weather events with wetter winters and
drier summers. Key to this adaptation
is more accurate and effective
management of water resources. This
means being able to manage what
water you have available more
effectively by monitoring and controlling
water infrastructure such as tanks and
troughs more efficiently, and application
of water more precisely through crop
irrigation systems to avoid wastage.
As the world gets gradually hotter
there will be an increasing need for
effective water management for farmers
across the globe. The major challenge
facing businesses and governments
worldwide is monitoring and effectively
controlling water usage. And with the
convergence of satellite and the IoT we
are making great strides in this area.
Similar to the challenges experienced by farmers in remote areas of
Australia, many countries have limited
connectivity options. If terrestrial
infrastructure is available, it often lacks
the reliability needed for large-scale IoTbased water management projects.
Satellite is often the simplest,
quickest to install, most reliable and
cost-effective option in these situations.
It is also portable, meaning connectivity
can be deployed anywhere it is needed.
In addition, IoT enabled technologies underpinned by satellite
connectivity can be used to tackle a
range of related challenges, such as fire
monitoring and issuing real-time alerts
in the event of fire. It is also becoming
increasingly relied upon for crop
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....Q&A Inmarsat
protection by alerting farmers to critical
changes in temperature and humidity,
either in storage or on-farm so they can
react quickly and optimize productivity.
Question: How ubiquitous are these
systems? Could global agriculture
stand to benefit?
Steven Tompkins: There is an
increasing global awareness of the
need to better manage our water
supplies and achieve more sustainable
outcomes. Already operating in 2,800
locations across Australia and growing
at around 200 per month, Farmbot is
leading the way in the deployment of
innovative technologies for a more
sustainable and productive future for the
global agriculture sector.
Given that its solution has integrated
Inmarsat’s satellite services, Farmbot
has removed one of the major barriers
many agritech providers find when
bringing solutions to a global market:
On-site connectivity limitations. As a
result, this reliable connectivity
backbone now gives Farmbot a turnkey
solution that just works, anywhere in the
world.
Question: The automated revolution
of Industry 4.0 isn’t simply about
robotics is it? IoT in relation to realtime awareness and control of
remote assets is a cornerstone too.
What are the key applications of IoT
in industry today?
Steven Tompkins: The sky is the limit
as to how IoT can be deployed across

industry today. In the case of agriculture,
the same technology being used to help
Australian farmers better manage water
supplies is also being used for remote
machinery and vehicle monitoring.
For example, during critical
operations such as planting and
harvesting, any disruption caused by
remote machinery breakdowns or a lack
of coordination between teams can lead
to lost time and money. By attaching IoT
sensors to tractors and crop harvesters,
farmers can access real-time status
data that can prevent breakdowns and
give them the tools to respond quickly
to any incidents, helping to maintain
throughput and operational efficiency.
Other key sectors tapping into IoT
include mining and transpor t. For
example, the mining sector is investing
in solutions to monitor tailings, which
are the byproducts of mining stored in
giant lakes. Gaining tools to view the
status and key metrics of Tailings
Storage Facilities (TSFs) in one place
and in real-time, facilitates more
responsive decision-making and safer
mining operations. This also allows
mining companies and external bodies
– such as regulators, auditors, and
insurers – to have complete visibility of
TSF conditions on a site and global level
in one place.
Global logistics providers have been
steadily increasing investment in
satellite enabled IoT to move people
and goods across the planet in a safer
and more sustainable way, and now the
sector is turning to IoT to help build

Photo courtesy of Farmbot Monitoring Solutions
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more resilient and transparent supply
chains.
A good example of this is the
ongoing distribution and delivery of the
COVID-19 vaccine. There is currently an
extensive international network of
transportation and storage sites to get
the vaccines to wherever they’re
needed. The challenge is that several
types of the vaccine need to be kept at
a specific temperature in an unbroken,
continuous, and secure ‘cold chain’ from
the manufacturer through to the
eventual point of use. However, many
parts of the chain don’t have the reliable
Internet connectivity needed for
enabling global real-time monitoring.
This is where Inmarsat and our global
par tner ecosystem are working to
support the current vaccine rollout on
land, at sea or in the air, harnessing our
ultra-reliable L-band network to build
more secure and connected cold chains
that will help drive the post-COVID
recovery.
Question: Do you have any
predictions for the future of industrial
IoT?
Steven Tompkins: As we have seen
over the past few months, COVID has
accelerated demand for technology that
enables organizations to monitor and
control their remote assets efficiently,
safely, and securely, from anywhere in
the world. From working with partners
and customers globally, we know that
IoT has played an increasingly
important role in maintaining operations
across a variety of industries over the
past 12 months. Whether it is ensuring
business continuity, managing
employee safety and security, or
lowering short-term costs, IoT has been
integral to supporting industries through
this period.
In particular, satellite connectivity
has played a key role in gathering
remote data points and controlling
assets remotely. Across our customerbase we are talking to people who have
become more reliant on the outputs
from their data producers to make
informed decisions.
With companies seeing the benefits
from not sending people to dangerous
places and the convenience of having
data aggregated into a single place we
believe satellite enabled IoT is set to
increase rapidly in the coming years.
Examining this in more detail is going
to be a focus of our 2021 research
programme, which is due to launch later

this year.
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....Internet of Things

The Internet of Beer
The Internet of Things (IoT) is unlocking huge new potential in industries as diverse as
agriculture, production, mining, military and defence, manufacturing, etc. throughout the world.
Satellite is poised to play a key role in IoT enablement by providing ubiquitous connectivity at
land, air, and sea, for both current and future IoT applications.
Amy Saunders, Editor, Satellite Evolution
The Internet of Things (IoT) is a fascinating topic, a truly
game-changing concept set to change the world. Describing
a network of physical ‘things’ with embedded sensors and
software, all connected and exchanging data between
themselves over the Internet, the IoT has evolved from the
convergence of sensors, embedded systems, machine
learning, real-time analytics and ubiquitous computing.
The market is hot right now, despite a small slowdown
during the pandemic, with ResearchAndMarkets.com’s
‘Internet of Things (IoT) Market 2020-2026’ report forecasting
a CAGR of 21.3 percent during the reporting period. The
growth goes hand in hand with other technological
advancements including the increasing drive for wireless
everything. Banking, financial services and insurance (BFSI)
is expected to be the biggest segment to watch as far as IoT
adoption goes through 2026, thanks to the rapid digital
transformation in this area.
Because we can…
The huge growth in the IoT in recent years has raised some
serious concerns, particularly within the areas of privacy and
security. When one’s home, appliances, security systems,
speakers and even pets are connected to the Internet, it’s
crucial to consider the wider implications.
So why connect such seemingly humdrum ‘things’ in the
14
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first place when there are such security concerns? The easy
answer, and one attributed by laymen to scientists with
remarkably frequency, is ‘because we can.’ Cast this lazy
answer aside, however, and we gain the notion that (almost)
all data is useful to someone, somewhere.
The notion of a connected bin might seem a little wasteful
(pardon the pun) to some, but in some parts of the world,
such bins are in full use. Users place rubbish into the bins as
normal, and once they reach a certain level, the bins
automatically compact the rubbish so that they can accept
more. Naturally, once the bins near capacity, they send a
message over the Internet for a refuse van to come and empty
the bin within a certain time. Taking things one step further,
the artificial intelligence (AI) technology being employed
within some of these systems means that the connected bin
ecosystem can observe usage patterns and learn to predict
peak usage times (Friday and Saturday nights for town
centres, or weekends day times for beaches, for example),
increasing public bin capacity and cutting operational costs.
The growth of the IoT must come hand in hand with
increased security protocols. While some data might be
considered relatively low value to hackers and mischief
makers – for example, how often your smart fridge orders
milk for you, or the fact that your cat has slept for 30 percent
more in the last week than usual – other seemingly innocuous
data, such as refuse collection frequencies from smart bins,
might be considered relevant to national security. After all,
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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....Internet of Things
one of the key reasons that bins are rarely seen in UK train
stations is that they have been used to conceal bombs,
notably in the 1993 attack in Cheshire, UK.
The Internet of…
The IoT has been rolling out into more niche areas in the last
few years, finding use in all kinds of wonderful applications.
We as humans have, naturally, decided that the term ‘Internet
of Things’ is too broad, and that we need to use more words
to more closely describe the function of these new IoT areas.
Indeed, today, we have:

•

•
•

•

Internet of Everything (IoE): The connections between
people, things, data, and processes combined into a
common interrelated system, the aim of which is to
improve experiences and make smarter decisions;
Internet of Military Things (IoMT): A class
of Internet of things for combat operations and warfare;
Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT): Interconnected
sensors, instruments, and other devices networked
together with computers’ industrial applications, including
manufacturing and energy management; and
Internet of Medical Things (IoMT): A connected
infrastructure of medical devices, software applications,
and health systems and services.

KegLink. Photo courtesy of Binary Beer

There are literally hundreds of niche ‘Internet of…’ areas
now discussed online, ranging from the entirely valid Internet
of Military Things down to the questionable Internet of
Ingestible Things (we’re talking ingestible medical devices),
all the way down to…

Let’s talk about beer
However, the hands-down best-yet iteration of the IoT for
drinkers everywhere is also well on its way: The Internet of
Beer. Several companies across the globe are getting in on
the action, streamlining all aspects in the beer productionto-drinking chain.
San Francisco’s Pubinno, Inc., specialists in artificial
intelligence (AI), Cloud platforms and robotics has focused
on the drinking end of the draft beer chain, supporting
stakeholders in the full ecosystem by enabling them to
manage their draft beer operations more efficiently and in
excellent quality of pub service.
Featuring specially patented robotic components,
Pubinno’s Internet of Beer can generate savings of up to 20
percent per keg, and lets users adjust the amount of beer
foam per glass. More than 10 million pints of ‘Perfect Beer’
have been served by the company’s Smart Taps to date, in
the Netherlands, Mexico, Israel, Turkey and Qatar. Thanks to
its user-friendly design, bartenders can carry out multiple
tasks simultaneously, even during peak hours.
Pubinno’s innovative Smart Tap is installed on the draft
beer line for as little as US$500 per year (subscription based).
The tap gathers data related to the parameters that affect
the quality of the beer with its Smart Hub product; the data is
continuously interpreted with the help of AI to ensure the
delivery of perfect beer. Patented Pubinno robotics technology
embedded into the Smart Tap enables the bartender to control
the flow rate of beer. Using AI and robotics to optimize the
flow rate and foam production enables beer waste to be
reduced by up to 20 percent per keg.
The latest news in the company’s Internet of Beer
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Digital Oilfield....

“Applications such as video and low latency twoway data transfer share the same drivers which
are catalysing the adoption of more remote
operations. In fact, the kind of remote visual
inspections we have seen done increasingly by
drone or over video might even be possible by
direct satellite inspection as more and more low
Earth satellites join the fleet.”

“Current market conditions compounded by the
imposition of social distancing measures have led
to a unique crossroads that all offshore operators
must face. Less capacity for available staff,
increased costs, and the difficulty of transporting
people to and from remote sites are forcing them
to quickly adapt. ”
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....Internet of Things
idle time costs a great deal of money in lost revenues, and
also creates opportunities for thefts, which are rife. ‘Stationary
kegs grow legs,’ Binary Beer asserts.
KegLink, the world’s first active keg tracking solution,
provides 24/7 visibility of an entire keg fleet, no matter where
they are on Earth. Kegs are trackable using Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
Low Energy, and LoRAWAN, as well as indoor geolocation
technology to allow keg tracking indoors where a GPS signal
is unavailable. SMS and email alerts are sent automatically
to desktops of mobile devices, providing a level of safety and
assurance that has to date been unmet.
Moreover, KegLink doesn’t just locate the kegs on a map;
location and temperature data are processed through
proprietary machine learning algorithms to provide insights
that can help the customer’s whole business. Sales teams
gain a competitive advantage with unprecedented customer
behaviour data, finance departments can reduce capital
expenditure and free up cash flow, while live in-field stock
take and collection reports improve production and logistics
efficiencies.
IoT goes global
With such new efficiencies and capabilities being rolled out
to industries worldwide, it’s impossible to guess which IoT
applications will remain almost entirely under the radar – like
the Internet of Beer – and which we’ll be hearing a lot more
about as they very publicly improve the lives of millions. 

Smart Tap. Photo courtesy of Pubinno

ecosystem is a new product, ‘Smart Clean,’ which uses
cutting-edge AI technology to facilitate the self-cleaning of
beer lines quickly and effortlessly. Its patented technology
has 400 percent more pressure on the inner walls of beer
lines, thus ensuring the highest possible standards of
hygiene, while also reducing water consumption and carbon
emissions. Smart Clean can be carried out on four separate
beer lines simultaneously, eliminating 85 percent of the need
for physical contact.
“We aim to provide industry stakeholders – from brewers
and pub owners to bartenders and consumers – with the
smartest solutions and best-in-class services,” said Can Algul,
Pubinno’s Co-founder and CEO. “Our products help
stakeholders run their operations cleanly and efficiently,
deliver optimal quality-of-pub service, and provide customers
with that ‘Perfect Beer’ taste every time.”
Another Internet of Beer company, and one that is also
utilizing satellite technologies, is Binary Beer. Based out of
Wollongong, Australia, Binary Beer aims to provide the
missing link in bringing affordable, long-lasting keg tracking
technology to market. The KegLink solution has now been
rolled out internationally, having been designed specifically
for brewers and the unique challenges they face.
For those of us not in the know, one of the main challenges
faced by brewers is that once the kegs have been shipped
and the contents consumed, customers and logistics partners
have no responsibility to return them in a timely manner; this
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....Ground Segment

Yangmingshan Communication Center of Chunghwa, Taipei City, Taiwan. Photo courtesy of Chunghwa Telecom

Adapting to enable ground station
evolution
In the era of digital DTH, mobility, HTS and
constellations, major equipment manufacturers
have been tasked with re-inventing innovation
time and time again to realise satellite’s
greatest advances. To stay ahead of the pack,
the leaders will need to continue adapting to
support future networks.
Eric Schmidt, Vice President, Sales, Comtech Xicom
Technology
Communications satellites have been serving customers
since 1964, and to date, great advances have been made in
their capabilities to offer the fundamental advantages afforded
today. Service providers have taken advantage of the
technological and regulatory evolution that has lowered the
cost per bit and increased reliability, enabling them to offer
fresh products, wholly new applications, and revolutionary
communications services. From enabling the remote worker
and global broadcast, to scalable broadband networks, path
diversity and more, the advantages of satellite have become
evident.
As satellite communications (satcom) continue to enter
the mainstream market, it will continue to prove its value,
and its need to be readily available everywhere will become
universally well known. While all players across the satellite
20
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value chain need to innovate to reduce the cost per bit and
improve end-user experience, the pressure on the ground
segment’s equipment manufacturers is sky high and still
rising. It is only with innovative new products that satellite’s
advances come to fruition. It is essential that equipment
makers innovate to unchar ted ends, and then push
themselves even further to prepare for future requirements.
Looking back at some of satellite’s advances offers a
glimpse into the equipment makers’ technological feats. Here
we see how revolutionary ingenuity got us to where we are
today, offering encouragement that an even brighter future
awaits.

Sophisticated links: Reducing the cost per bit
In the early days, service was primarily voice traffic and
satellite beams covered whole hemispheres using 500MHz
of C-band spectrum. By using two polarisations, one GHz of
capacity was available from each orbital slot.
In the 1970s, Ku-band satellites introduced tighter national
beam patterns, increasing the effective capacity of an orbital
slot, and lowering the cost per bit. This paved the way for
distributed networks and cable TV distribution by satellite.
The ground segment innovated to make advances in digital
compression and additional frequency allocation, giving rise
to the digital Direct-to-Home (DTH) business, which quickly
captured subscribers around the globe.
In the early 1990s, Ka-band spectrum became available
and satellite spot beam technology matured to offer a further
dramatic reduction in the cost per bit, enabling regional video
coverage. Ka band’s impact was made again in 2007 with
the advent of the High Throughout Satellite (HTS) market.
Today, supported by hardware on the ground boasting
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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Cost per bit graphic

unprecedented capabilities, HTS spacecraft are heading to
capacities of 500Gbps. These technologies have reduced the
cost per bit and continue to evolve to drive new services.
Other downward drivers of cost are prevalent in both the
space and ground segments. The costs associated with
successfully launching satellites into their orbital locations
are significant. Many companies are addressing reductions
in launch costs via re-usable rockets, airborne launch
platforms and shared payloads. There is also the cost of user
terminals. DTH and HTS systems showcase technological
sophistication but must offer low-cost and easy-to-install user
equipment. Finally, there is the cost to operate, service and
maintain the Earth station or gateway terminal. Today,
employees need to be multi-skilled, and equipment must be
reliable, easy to service and controlled automatically.

and teleports are re-inventing themselves to transport data
via managed services. Now, ground station infrastructure
needs to be robust enough for high Quality of Service (QoS),
yet flexible enough to meet the needs of many customers.
This ever-changing traffic requires 24/7/365 management as
well as broadly skilled personnel and high-reliability,
redundant equipment, all controlled by intelligent network
management systems.
These changes, and the trend towards data and away
from video, are more of an evolution than revolution. One of

Comsat Teleport Southbury, CT

Embratel Claro Teleport in Guaratiba – Rio, Brasil

Teleports: The rise of data over video
Private teleports have been evolving since the 1970s. Initially,
most traffic was video, which is constant and predictable. The
business model was to lease capacity that could be optimized
for the needs of long-term users. This model is changing,

Eric Schmidt, Vice President, Sales, Comtech Xicom
Technology
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750W Ku-band TWTAs. Photo courtesy of Comtech Xicom Technology

Cost constraints put more pressure on maintenance which
must be performed quickly. Staff need to have broad skills to
perform numerous tasks and service an array of equipment,
from an antenna bearing and air conditioner to HPA and
software upgrades. At the same time, the systems need to
be reliable enough to continue functioning in between
maintenance windows.
Network management must work across a suite of
products and vendors. On any given antenna, products can
be changed, and the system needs to continue working.
Products must be easy to install and turn on. Set-up should
be intuitive and fast with good documentation and 24/7
customer service should issues arise.
These evolutionary changes in telepor ts and the
opportunities they present have all been on the back of the
equipment manufacturers who adapted, rose to the challenge,
and succeeded in producing the enabling technologies. The
manufacturers leading innovation understand that teleports
and service providers have extremely high Service Level
Agreements (SLA) that require highly robust, rugged
equipment. As one of many examples, this appreciation led
to the Line Replacement Unit (LRU) concept for ease of setup, speed of maintenance and ability to stock common spare
parts and modules. The LRU works very well with on-site
staff who need to be able to quickly install, configure and
turn up new equipment.

the biggest changes, arguably, is that teleport silos are going
away. Successful teleports need to aware of, and plugged
into, the larger telecom fabric with integrated operational and
business systems.
To survive any evolution, adaptation is imperative.
Adapting well and in time not only potentiates survival but
the realization of opportunities. There are new market
segments emerging, including linking cloud-based data
centers via satellite. We are seeing major cloud companies
making investments in satellite technology. Successful
integration of teleport operators into cloud services, including
data storage, data processing and data analysis, is a future
growth area. Another area of interest is the market for
government customers who need resilient and survivable
networks. Military systems will need to be smaller and nimble.
Supported by fresh innovation, teleport operators can adapt
and tap into this segment of the market.
Adapt, support, prosper
In 2018, AWS announced ground station as a service. Other
companies like Leaf Space and incumbents such as KSAT
and SCC were already exploring this business model. In this
scenario, teleport operators sell their facility and operational
management as a subscription service. It can be dedicated,
shared or occasional service, saving the satellite user the
capital investment and sharing existing skilled personnel and
infrastructure.
22
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DTH’s cool technology
There is no doubt that non-linear and Over-The-Top (OTT)
streaming services are increasingly on the rise. While they
have significantly impacted the market in areas where highspeed data connections are available, global DTH is still
achieving six percent growth annually.
In the early 1990s, DTH pioneers were focused on highly
robust systems, so much so that, looking back, they may
have overbuilt them. Systems were 100 percent redundant
with diversity sites. The stations were automatic, and the sites
could run very lean with diversity sites completely unattended.
This is a testament to the quality of the hardware and
management system, which could essentially run itself. The

750W DBS TWTA with liquid cooling
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facilities could be lean in their staffing, comprising of crosstrained technicians. Sporting full redundancy, maintenance
could be easily scheduled while transmission was continuous
via the diversity site.
Fast forward to today, DTH operators have more control
and predictability of their networks, including control of both
the space and ground segments. They’re able to establish
common architecture and have economies of scale and scope
in their operations.
The DTH market has been successful in ushering in
technological changes required to keep its competitive edge.
A prime example is its transition to liquid cooling. With
necessity the mother of invention, the liquid-cooled Traveling
Wave Tube Amplifier (TWTA) was developed, enabling
teleports offering DTH services a noise-friendly outdoor
upgrade from indoor klystron power amplifiers.
Indoor klystron power amplifiers lose most of their power
in switching systems and reaching the outdoor antenna hub.
The inefficiency is even worse at higher frequencies. Being
able to have high-power amplifiers at the antenna hub or
platform saves energy and reduces OpEx for the life of the
system. It also opens up more real estate in the equipment
room for baseband or storage systems.
Efficiency gains and OpEx reductions aside, outdoor
amplifiers increase acoustic noise to the ambient
environment. It is here that liquid cooling plays an important
and quiet role, as the amplifiers do not require noisy cooling
fans. But the ground segment’s innovative equipment
manufacturers didn’t stop at just this benefit, they ensured
that more gains were to be had.
These amplifiers can be tightly packed into antenna hubs,
allowing for Radio Frequency (RF) power to get even closer
to the antenna feed, eliminating the need to clean fins and
replace fans. This elimination of the need for service is
especially impor tant to help reduce maintenance at
unattended diversity stations.
HTS and the ground segment’s supreme capabilities
Like teleports currently, HTS business is data driven, yet it

shares similarities with DTH in its overall control of the entire
network architecture. HTS operators are essentially data
warehouses linked by fibre and connected to the customer
by satellite.
They can offer cost-per-bit pricing that is competitive with
terrestrial fibre and serve both untethered users in rural
locations and mobility markets. Having a common architecture
allows HTS operators to easily add new customers to the
systems with quick installation and pre-planned service
offerings.
To achieve the hundreds of Gbps throughput, HTS
networks require advanced modulation formats to maximise
the bits per hertz. They also operate in Ka band (5+GHz of
bandwidth) and are migrating to V band (10GHz of bandwidth)
– both of which can be heavily impacted by rain-fade. To
maximise link throughput while maintaining fade margins,
HTS operators employ large antennae and extremely highpower amplifiers.
Succeeding here requires supreme capabilities. It is
critical that these billion-dollar systems be supported by
equipment manufacturers with an unimpeachable reputation.
Not only must the hardware be fully developed and ready for
on-time deliver y, but it must be reliable to meet the
performance specs of today as well as in future. The RF chain
must integrate into the antenna hub with easy-to-connect
interfaces that work every time.
All products must be easy to align and service by a skilled
but generalist workforce.
Manufacturers must support programme objectives, meet
their commitments, and improve the probability of success.
It’s a big ask, but getting it right means that vendors stand
behind their products year after year. It is an innate drive to
innovate that motivates the leading equipment manufacturers
to continue developing the enabling technologies that allow
for the significant advances gained in satellite
communications.
But to stay at the forefront requires even the most
seasoned manufacturer to adapt today for future

developments.
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Increasingly critical
cyber threats
Block Armour is a cybersecurity provider based in Singapore
and Mumbai rising to the challenge of increasingly critical cyber
threats that have arisen in our rapidly digitizing age. The
company’s Zero Trust solution is optimized for the distributed
working environments of our time integrated with premises and
cloud systems for de-centralized defence. Floyd DCosta, CoFounder, describes the company’s unique service offering.
Floyd DCosta, Co-Founder, Block Armour

Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor,
Satellite Evolution Group
Question: How does Block Armour
see the emerging space economy,
both in the UK and globally?
Floyd Dcosta: Space infrastructure has
become an integral part of everyday life,
with individuals, businesses and
governments relying overwhelmingly on
it. From GPS systems that allow us to
easily find our way around the planet
as well as track all forms of assets, to
communications satellites that enable
us to seamlessly browse the Internet in-

Question: The cyber domain is being
recognized as an increasingly
serious threat to militaries. As our

reliance on digital systems grows
and cyber-attacks become more
sophisticated, what kind of danger
can enterprises expect to encounter
from cyber?
Floyd Dcosta: A researcher at the
Black Hat 2018 conference revealed
how attackers could take control of
SATCOM devices to remotely
compromise security and attack planes,
boats, and military tech. Today we have
thousands of satellites in space and
millions of connected terrestrial devices
reliant on the space infrastructure. And,
given this growing strategic importance,
space systems - ranging from satellites
to mission control centres, are
becoming the target of growing
cyberattacks.
Question: Given the fragility of
satellites and their limited human
oversight, space systems must be
some of the most critical for
cybersecurity to protect. How do you
prioritize those crucial platforms?
Floyd Dcosta: Despite the space
industry’s technical sophistication, its
cybersecurity effor ts have lagged
behind that of other high-tech sectors.
However, with the shift towards
software-defined satellites and
systems, the industr y has an
opportunity to fix long-standing security
issues. The shift from specific purposebuilt, proprietary hardware to more
advanced software-defined, modular
architectures and open extensible
frameworks allows for security to be
built into the core of these next-gen
space systems. We at Block Armour are
stepping up, working with partners
(including Singapore Space Technology
Ltd), and extending our Zero Trust

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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flight or at sea and enable connectivity
to the most remote locations on Earth
and in space, this space technology
plays a pivotal role in enhancing our
society and safeguarding our planet.
Valued at US$360 billion in 2018 and
projected by analysts to grow at a
CAGR of 5.6 percent to US$558 billion
by 2026, the space industry is emerging
as one of the most lucrative industries
globally.
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Cybersecurity solution to deliver
integrated, end-to-end ultra-secure
satellite-based networks.
Question: What is the appeal of zero
trust security and how will Block
Armour’s offering differ from
conventional cybersecurity offerings
when it comes to securing space
infrastructure?
Floyd Dcosta: Legacy security tools
are simply unable to deliver the level of
security required for today’s
contemporary and fast-evolving space
infrastructure. Modern approaches like
Zero Trust - a security concept centred
around the principle of not automatically
trusting and instead verifying anything
and everything that tries to connect to
systems before granting access - is
swiftly becoming the preferred security
paradigm
for
today’s
digital
environments. This approach, along
with software-defined perimeter (SDP)
architecture & emerging blockchain
technology, offers the opportunity to
deliver truly next-gen security for today’s
fast-emerging space systems. That’s
exactly what we are looking to leverage.
Block Ar mour har nesses SDP
architecture to render critical systems
invisible to attackers while customized
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agents along with private blockchainbased digital signatures deliver a new
breed of digital identity and access
control for all users and devices; thereby
helping to secure communication
networks and tightly ring-fencing critical
OT and IT systems. All communication
between devices and control systems
is secured using 4096-bit RSA
encryption. Together, this allows us to

deliver a next-gen security platform to
protect space Infrastructure and
integrated systems against emerging
cyber threats.
Question: With any one company
featuring myriad end points
interfaced with by personnel of very
different skill levels, accessibility is
vital to holistic cybersecurity
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solutions. How do you keep your
platform simple yet effective?
Floyd Dcosta: We strive to keep as
much of the complexity involved in
cybersecurity under the hood for
everyday users and provide a simple
and intuitive interface enabling
enterprises to quickly adopt, onboard
and enable next-gen security for all
categories of users. UI and UX
developments are a big part of our
technology enhancement process as
we work towards making our solutions
easy to deploy, use, and manage.
Question: What other techniques
does Block Armour make use of to
confront cyber threats?
Floyd Dcosta: We use multiple
cybersecurity techniques in addition to
the ones already mentioned above to
counter the ever-growing range of cyber
threats in today’s modern integrated
digital landscape.
Examples include device posture
check, integration with security
information and event management
tools as well as platforms for threat
intelligence and monitoring.
Integrated Zero Trust Cybersecurity for critical systems and satellite based networks

functions and satellite capabilities using
software making it adjustable for
different uses will propel the space
industry into a whole new maturity level.
This will also allow for security to be
built into the core of these next-gen
space systems – instead of security
being an after-thought/add-on. It is in

these emerging possibilities that we see
the potential and opportunity to partner
with organizations within the space
sector to extend our platform and deliver
the cybersecurity required to keep our
fast-evolving,
always-on,
and
interconnected digital world safe and
secure.


Photo courtesy of sdecoret/Shutterstock

Question: What are the emerging
opportunities in the space industry
that Block Armour hopes to
leverage?
Floyd Dcosta: The next generation of
software-defined satellites systems;
outlined by the shift from custom
hardware dependence to fully digital,
virtualized, software-defined systems
and the vir tualization of payload
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....Satellite News Gathering

Fox refurbished Manhattan NewsRoom. Photo courtesy of Fox

Satellite news gathering follows the
accelerated all-IP broadcast
transition
With digitization trends sped up by the need for
remote working architecture across the
broadcast industry, satellite news gathering
(SNG) follows the demand, making use of
more heavily virtualized technology and all-IP
architectures to bring flexible workflows to
satellite news.
Laurence Russell, Assistant Editor, Satellite Evolution Group
In May of 2021 Aviwest facilitated a significant upgrade
to TV2, Denmark’s national TV station, modernizing its
satellite infrastructure with the Aviwest Streamhub transceiver
platform, allowing multiple streams in different locations
across web, OTT, and TV. Playout is reinforced by Aviwest’s
SST (Safe Streams Transport) protocol, standardizing content
for distribution over public and IP networks.
The station’s IP production vans saw attention too, fitted
with PRO3 Series bonded cellular transmitters, HE4000 UHD/
multi-HD video encoders and QUAD CellLink antennas. The
vans are now capable of supporting fully IP-based production
workflows, with camera-mounted transmitters that allow the
broadcast of remote, multicamera live stories with
multiplatform contribution.
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“With Aviwest’s solutions, remote areas become more
accessible,” says Jens Christoffersen, Technical Solution
Architect at TV2. “The equipment is more modular, compact
and lightweight than what we were using previously, and we
have the unique capability to support news helicopter feeds,
if necessary.”
This news is a sign of the times for SNG technologies. It’s
part of a trend toward greater digitization and flexibility, often
using cloud and IP-based solutions.
All-IP networks in SNG
A white paper released by ST Engineering iDirect as part of
IBC 2020’s showcase series insisted that SNG vehicles’
transition to All-IP would enable them to ‘come back stronger’
from the pandemic.
The text explains that the blending of all available IP
networks removes the concern of transmission degradation
over cellularly bonded signals by relying on satellite support
when terrestrial options prove unsuitable. It goes on to
suggest that while Ku-band satellites are traditionally used
by SNG trucks, the expansion to Ka-band HTS platforms
would offer stronger performance which could be used via
smaller, cheaper terminals.
The paper goes on to predict that factors forcing the
transition such as the rise of mobile journalism, multiple
cameras, and drone capture, as well as the increasing need
for transmission of more than just video in archiving and
social, will continue the momentum that the pandemic
catalysed.
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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The cellular bonding required to aggregate IP bandwidth
for all these processes composites 3G/4G, microwave, WiFi, and fibre, besides Ka and Ku-band satellites. Satellite
capacity is set to become an increasing aspect of the
aggregation, given the exponential increase in coverage
promised by the rapid rollout of LEO/MEO constellations,
which is predicted to multiply ten times over before the end
of the decade.
Statistical multiplexing
The hybridization of traditional networks with new storage,
transport, playout, and distribution solutions is closely linked
to the cloud, which unlocks the use of statistical multiplexing,
a process orchestrating real-time bandwidth adjustments for
multiple live video channels, building satellite distribution
workloads in minutes.
Statistical multiplexing works via a controller connecting
to each encoder in its pool and differentiating bitrate, frame
by frame in real-time, to determine the complexity of the
content being handled and adjust it in order to assure stability
for bit-intensive fast-faction pieces, and conserving bitrate
on talking head pieces.
With the flexibility of statistical multiplexing technology,
broadcasters enjoy automatic redundancy and standardize
configurations across regions.
The technology was first deployed by FOX in 2019, using
the cloud for encoding with high-efficiency video coding
(HEVC) for both news and sports, demonstrating costefficiencies over the capex heavy alternatives of traditional
broadcast technology.
Now the technology is becoming more ubiquitous.
Amazon Web Services abbreviated the technique to ‘Statmux’
as a standard feature of their MediaLive video processing
service, simplifying broadcast playout, and allowing the
formatting and removal of live channels at ease.

Photo courtesy Mary Ann Madsen/Shutterstock

An artist's inception of a Telesat Lightspeed satellite, tailored
for broadcast applications. Photo courtesy of Telesat

A number of statements made by leading industry
spokespeople at IBC 2020 corroborate the importance of
cloud camera technology in satellite news and broadcast at
large.
“We’re seeing an increase in customers requiring remote
inter views without the physical presence of camera
operators,” says John Kelly, General Manager, EMEA
Professional Business Solutions, JVC. “This can be achieved
using IP remote control of the cameras to fully control the
shots, with the possibility to FTP high-quality online files
directly for edit.”
Fuelled by lockdown, a series of priority changes across
broadcast sped up the rate of broadcast automation, fasttracking technology scaling and digitization technologies,
making them far more connected and automated for the ease
of remotely located staff.
“During the current pandemic,” David Hedley, Business
Head, Content Management and Distribution, Sony
Professional Solutions Europe said, “particularly in the hard
news arena, consumer products and networks have been
used successfully to enable news organizations to get
accurate, fact-based information to viewers, fast.”
“The advent of 5G for remote field production will be a
significant development,” continues Kelly. “This will potentially
allow high-quality content to be delivered via a single SIM
connection in the field. With the advent of HEVC/H265
encoders, highly cost-efficient field content production will
be possible. In time it will be possible to create live production
content with much lower initial investment, further broadening
the range of content available.”
Given these market trends have accelerated so
extensively, some observers worry broadcasters across the
world are in danger of being left behind by remaining wedded
to traditional technologies.
Ronny van Geel, Director of Product Development, Grass
Valley, stressed the momentum of the transition to IP and
cloud production: “If you don’t make use of it, you will look
ancient real soon. If you invest in the wrong things now, you
might have a hard time three years from now because you
didn’t pay off for the equipment completely yet. Virtualization

is the key to flexibility.”

Cloud-connected cameras
The implementation of the cloud in the broadcast market also
extends to individual cameras through IP networking,
leveraging IoT technologies to network and even remotely
operate cameras, as has long been the standard for CCTV
systems.
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....Ground Segment

Addressing the challenges of the
ground segment
The ground segment has been criticised in the
past for not keeping up with the space
segment, resulting in a bottleneck of new
satcoms technologies. Today, the ground
segment continues to face significant
challenges with the rollout of LEO/MEO, 5G
and more.
Joakim Espeland, CEO, QuadSAT
For decades, the ground segment has evolved slowly and
methodically. As the number of teleports has gradually
increased, so has the complexity of the technology to help
manage both the uplink and downlink chain. However, the
overarching global communication network is being
transformed to deliver more bandwidth and connectivity to
more people. Of course, the traditional teleport will still have
a role within the ground segment, however it’s now time to
ask ourselves where the ground segment is heading and
whether we have the right technologies ready to allow satcom
to continue as a leading communication method. What are
the biggest challenges we face? And what do we need to
consider when establishing our infrastructures?
Low Earth orbit
LEO satellites for high-speed Internet have had huge
investments and massive attention after the major LEO
companies announced their plans of mega constellations.
34
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High bandwidth and low latency will disrupt the future of
satellite communications and the people that use it - if it can
be done. The discussions around whether LEO is a viable
business case have reached far outside the boardrooms and
by the looks of it, we are about to find out.
The ground segment of LEO is fundamentally different
from GEO. In GEO, we point an antenna at the same place in
the sky and if you can achieve that, it should work. In LEO,
we track moving satellites on different trajectories and in the
matter of a second switch from a satellite to the next. The
game hasn’t only changed on land; at sea and in the air is
different too. In GEO, communication on the move is currently
the largest contributor to satellite interference due to the
complexity of moving mechanical parts, as well as a
challenging environment that affects performance of
antennas. Adding to this, LEO on the move will have to rely
on sensor data from a ship or airplane to acquire several
hundreds of satellite handovers a day and solve new tracking
algorithms to keep the link closed.
This new way of working will require new technology which
can deliver the correct capabilities for the LEO ground
segment. But the question arises: Do we know enough
specifics to understand what LEO satellite operators require?
It will be interesting to see how ground segment technologies
and operations evolve as more and more satellites are
launched into orbit. I predict, as with any increase in RF
receivers, that there will be an increasing need for high-quality
equipment, well-trained users and in-depth testing and
validation of networks. Add to that the fact that testing LEO
antennas, especially if we see a rise in flat panel antennas,
will be more complex than it is currently.
Flat panel antennas
I’m expecting to see a significant rise in the use of flat panel
antennas, both in response to the increase in consumer
www.satellite-evolution.com | July/August 2021
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....Ground Segment
beam, multi-band, and multi-orbit environment. We also need
to ensure that we are collating the right data for it to be
actionable for operators. This will be key for establishing
performance capabilities and limitations and in turn,
determining suitability and abilities of FPAs within each use
case.

Joakim Espeland, CEO, QuadSAT

demand for connectivity on the move and the increase in
satellites in LEO. Flat panel antennas are attractive to many
customers as they are small and use space efficiently; they
are units which remain stationary, even when tracking
satellites. Beyond the space-saving benefits, with FPAs, LEO
and MEO ground segment may not require two antennas
during a handover process, as multi beam, can ensure a
seamless handover process. Many are also drawn to FPAs
as there is a belief that the lack of moving parts means there
will be fewer instances of failures and rather move towards
graceful degradation. However, there are challenges
surrounding FPAs which must be addressed. There is a fine
balance between cost and performance with FPAs; the
technology behind them is complex and often good
performance comes at a high cost or simply not there yet.
When customers are seeking lower-cost solutions, quality
is often sacrificed. This comes at the cost of services; lower
quality often results in RF interference for satellite operators,
both for the satellite in question and any neighbouring
satellites. There is a real need for the industry to understand
which FPAs are suitable for which jobs. To do so we need
new ways of testing them, which is a complex task in a multi-
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5G
The industry has now handed over a swathe of C-band (3.73.98GHz) to the telecommunications industry to enable 5G
delivery. Understanding the impact of sharing spectrum with
5G has taken time, and we’re now beginning to see the impact
on the satcom industry. There has been concern for a while
regarding unintended RFI caused by 5G noise and prior to
the rollout it has been difficult to prove these concerns as
valid. Anecdotally there have been a few instances in which
5G has been suspected as having caused RFI to satcom
ground segments. The question arises, do we have the correct
means of identifying when RFI is caused by 5G? And do we
have the right testing methods available to determine whether
a neighbouring 5G transmitter will cause service disruption
due to RFI? I feel that 5G RFI is going to be a matter which
the ground segment will have to consider, and it once again
highlights the importance of using correct testing and
monitoring systems to identify potential problems and create
solutions before they become costly disruptors.
Taking time to prepare for change
We’re at an important phase of the ground segment overhaul
and it’s important that we consider how we can improve
operational practices to ensure that we continue to deliver
high-quality and robust services. New technology and data
collection are clearly going to be important in shaping the
future of the segment; we know more and more data will be
in the up/downlink chain within satcom and we know that
this means more terminals. Ensuring that all antennas are
suitable for the jobs being applied to them, that the equipment
is high quality and that the right testing and monitoring
regimes are in place will be critical in mitigating signal issues.
Now is the time for all manufacturers to be looking wider at
whether the right technologies are available, where
improvements need to be made and how we can work to
identify the source of RFI problems in order to avoid them in

the future.
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If your focus is the global satellite industry - look
no further! The Satellite Evolution Group, a
division of DS Air Limited, is one of the leading
print and digital marketing platforms for the
industry. For over seventeen years we have served
the global satellite market with information key to
this evolving sector.
The portfolio including Satellite Evolution Asia,
Satellite Evolution EMEA, NewSpace
International, and Global Military Communications
covers the entire spectrum of the industry from
launch, ground segment and networks to space.
Enjoyed this issue of Satellite Evolution
Asia? Well hold on to your hats, because
there is much more to come!
Coming up in Satellite Evolution Asia September/October 2021
5G
Emergency Communications
Off-world Connectivity
IoT
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....Antennas
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